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SUSTAINABILITY

2006-07 Sustainability Task Force Charge
Purpose
The overarching function of the Task Force is to assist the Evergreen community as it strives to achieve sustainability by
acting as a coordinating body and by providing necessary oversight.
Reporting directly to the Vice Presidents, the Sustainability Task Force is charged to provide leadership, support, and
recommendations in advancing Evergreen's long-term sustainability goals as specified in the sustainability section of
Evergreen's Strategic Plan and in the detailed 2006 Sustainable Evergreen Report prepared by the Sustainability Task
Force.
The first priority of the Task Force is to remain focused on advancing the details contained in the approved sustainability
report. The Task Force is also asked to remain flexible enough to adapt to new opportunities and frequent advances in
sustainability.
The work of the Sustainability Task Force will be central to gaining greater control and movement towards our campus
sustainability vision. The Vice Presidents are committed to providing the resources to allow this group to be successful.
The group will notify the Vice Presidents if it identifies resources needed to advance the task force plans. The Vice
Presidents will be responsible for arranging one-time funding for such projects.
Composition
Rob Cole, Rich Davis, Karen Gaul, Kathleen Haskett, Martha Henderson, Rob Knapp, Luda Konshin, John Lauer, Claude
Mahmood, Jean MacGregor, Lin Nelson, Nancy Parkes (co-chair), Paul Przybylowicz , John Pumilio (coordinator), Martha
Rosemeyer, Robert Smurr, Steve Trotter (co-chair).
Functions









Begin the implementation phase and oversight of the eight strategic areas as specified in the 2006 Sustainable
Evergreen Report;
Continue the process of identifying and procuring baseline indicator data for annual monitoring of Evergreen’s
progress;
Engage the community in an “information campaign” highlighting Evergreen’s commitment to sustainability
along with its past and current accomplishments;
Assist the campus community in its efforts to advance the college’s sustainability agenda.

Tasks and Timeline
Phase One : To be completed by the end of Winter Quarter





Develop a 2006-07 academic year Task Force objectives and workplan.
Select the most promising concepts from the 2005-06 Task Force recommendations that can be advanced this
academic year.
Develop a communications plan to let the campus community know about Evergreen’s sustainability directions.
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Develop a plan for obtaining a broad based set of baseline indicators for annual monitoring
The Sustainability Task Force will present those plans to the Vice President’s prior to the end of Winter Quarter.

Phase Two: To be completed by the end of Spring Quarter




Continue work on each strategic area giving priority to objectives specified during Winter Quarter.
Begin implementing portions of the communications plan.
Continue collecting baseline indicator data as specified during Winter Quarter for annual monitoring.
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